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Dilip Asbe
MD & CEO,
National Payments Corporation of India
It’s inspiring to note that the dynamic payments industry is growing swiftly at the backdrop of innovation and
technology. Today, along with banks, there are Fintech entities like BeNow, Payso, PhonePe, Bharat Pe as
well as global organisations like Google, Facebook, Amazon, Samsung, Truecaller etc. who are passionately
empowering Indian consumers with ample of payment options to cater their need.
It is worth mentioning that milestones achieved in the second quarter were exceptional as Dr. Urjit Patel,
Governor, Reserve Bank of India launched Unified Payments Interface 2.0 in the month of August. This
edition of our TNX NXT magazine familiarizes you with enhanced UPI 2.0 features such as Invoice in the
Inbox, Signed Intent/QR, UPI Mandate with Blocking of Funds and UPI for Overdraft Account that are set to
operationalise in a safe and secure manner. While BHIM app is ready to facilitate these upgraded features,
we are pleased to note that few banks are already rolling out specific used cases based on UPI 2.0.
Some of our products and services have made significant progress over the past few months. Collectively,
banks have issued over 3.8 Mn FASTags under National Electronic Toll Collection (NETC) programme while
Bharat BillPay has enabled over 100 billers across the country. Instant payment services like IMPS and BHIM
UPI are growing steadily both in terms of volume and value. India’s own RuPay cards are being issued by
over 1150 banks with customer base of 590 Mn. The recent innovation in RuPay is the launch of 'One Nation.
One Card' that is based on National Common Mobility Card (NCMC) principles. These contactless cards can
support low value offline transactions in retail, transit, para-transit, smart cities etc. We have launched
projects in Ahmedabad, Bangaluru, Bhubneshwar, Kochi, Raipur & Surat.
RuPay and UPI are truly emerging as the preferred mode for payments due to its large customer base
and acceptance. Simultaneously, proliferation of affordable smartphones are leading to mass adoption of
new-age digital payments services that has the potential to pose a serious challenge to cash in days to come.
Start-up ecosystem is playing an important role to digitalise the country by filling the gaps where banks
and established financial entities are falling short, especially in terms of providing last mile connectivity.
NPCI is working in collaboration with all stakeholders to uplift customer’s payment experience across all
possible segments. Our flagships products and services are transforming the way consumer pay their utility
bills, toll plazas or make person-to-person/ merchant transfers. We are consistently growing portfolios of
our existing product base and introducing new solutions like Bharat BillPay, NETC and NCMC etc.
I would like to take this opportunity to encourage all stakeholders to take up the challenge of digitalising
90 percent of our cash-led economy and transform it into a less-cash one. We at NPCI assure 100 percent
support and assistance to achieve the mission of creating ‘Digital India.’
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Former RBI Governor Dr. Urjit R. Patel
launches UPI

2.0

Key Features UPI

2.0

National Electronic Toll Collection
Bharat BillPay onboards over 100+ billers
across India
Bharat BillPay empowers
consumers of Punjab State Power
Corporation Ltd. for easy bill
payment
RuPay Travel Tales-Part 1
RuPay cards issuance base
achieve 590 Mn milestone

RuPay
Contactless
RuPay card’s
attractive offers
during festive season
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BHIM UPI and
IMPS consumers
make over 797 Mn
instant payment
transactions in
December

NPCI conducts its 10th Annual
General Meeting

NPCI employees contribute
to Kerala Relief Fund
Devotees of Lalbaug could make digital donations
during Ganesh Chaturthi

NPCI digitises petrol pumps with: BHIM UPI
NPCI organises digital
training workshops at 50+
educational institutes on
teachers' day

NPCI Campus
Connect
Initiative

Indian Railways incentivises customers using
BHIM UPI
RuPay Travel Tales-Part 2

Walmart India implements BHIM UPI payment
option for its registered members
BHIM UPI enables
distributors and
wholesalers to go
less-cash

YAP from M2P
Solutions

National Financial
Switch empowers
450 co-operative
banks through
Sarvatra
Technologiess

Disruption Decoded: UPI
and its humble beginning
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Former RBI Governor Dr. Urjit
R. Patel launched

UPI 2.0
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D

elivering the presidential address at the event,
Dr. Patel outlined that the launch has been the
result of the calibrated approach adopted by

the Reserve Bank - in the initial years as a developer
and in the later years as a catalyst and facilitator.
He informed that the payment systems in India
are not only comparable to any system, anywhere
in the world, they also do set standards and
good practices for others to emulate. Dr. Patel
also outlined the need for ensuring adequate
importance to be ascribed to cyber security,
stating that all efforts need to be channelled
to this area and that costs should not be an
inhibiting factor to this critical area.
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r. Nandan Nilekani, Advisor Innovation of NPCI, traced the
facilitating role of the Reserve

Bank in the establishment of NPCI as a
Section 8 Company and how it has changed
the payments landscape of the country.
He elucidated the phenomenal role played
by Reserve Bank of India and thanked Dr.
Patel and his team for the calibrated
regulation and an innovation-fostering
approach, which has resulted in India

“NPCI has played a stellar role in enabling

having many payment systems, which are

various payment platforms. From launching a

‘state-of-the-art’, and cost effective.

card payment settlement system that competes
with Visa and Master card to setting up a platform

The UPI has grown considerably post

to facilitate instant money transfer service,

demonetisation and has been the catalyst

NPCI has been moving from one success story

for retail payment systems with many

to other. The success story of UPI has been

banks building products around UPI with

acknowledged across the world with other

the fintech industry and other IT players

countries trying to emulate similar solutions.” -

positioned at the edge, providing innovative

Mr. Rajnish Kumar, Chairman,
State Bank of India.

solutions for end-user delight. The system
today is one of the best in the world that
some of the developed countries are also
trying to adopt. He outlined that the UPI
Version 2.0 has laid down the rails for
innovative payment solutions to be
provided by banks, and since the systems
are standardised and based on open
source, they are efficient as well.
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Mr. Nandan Nilekani, Advisor – Innovation, NPCI - “UPI is a path-breaking
innovation that is unprecedented globally. Its high volume, low cost and highly scalable
architecture built on an open source platform is key to India’s transformation to a digital
payment economy.”

“We are happy to witness the revolution brought about by UPI in the last two years. Large
number of banks, merchants, third-party players and consumers trusted this platform
which resulted in substantial growth in terms of volume and value of transactions
since its inception. With the launch of UPI 2.0 we hope to touch new milestones by
expanding UPI’s presence especially in person-to-merchant payment space.” -

Mr. Dilip Asbe, MD & CEO, NPCI.
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Key Featuers

UPI 2.0

Overdraft Facility:
In addition to current and savings
accounts, customers can link
their overdraft (OD) account to
UPI. Customers will be able to
transact instantly and all benefits
associated with OD account shall
be made available to the users.
UPI 2.0 will serve as an additional
digital channel to access OD
account.
12

One Time Mandate:
UPI mandate could be used in a scenario where
money is to be transferred later by providing
commitment at present. UPI 2.0 mandates are
created with one time block functionality for transactions. Customers can pre-authorise
a transaction and pay at a later date. It works seamlessly for merchants as well as for
individual users. Mandates can be created and executed instantly. On the date of actual
purchase, the amount will be deducted and received by the merchant / individual user.

Signed Intent & QR:

Invoice in the Inbox:

This feature is designed for customers to check the

This feature is designed for

authenticity of merchants while scanning QR code.

customers to check the invoice

It notifies the user with information to ascertain

sent by merchant prior to making

whether the merchant is a verified UPI merchant

payment. It will help customers

or not. This provides an additional security to the

to view and verify the credentials

QR as well as intent based payments. Transactions

and check whether it has come

are processed faster as app passcode is not

from the right merchant or not.

required in case of signed intent based payments.

Customers can pay seamlessly

It also negates the chances of QR tampering.

post verifying the amount and

Customers will be informed in case the receiver

other important details mentioned

is not verfifed by way of notifications.

in the invoice.
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National Electronic Toll
Collection

In just a short span of 2 years, NETC program has
aleady pocessed 329.94 Mn transactions amounting to
`8114.38 cr
National Electronic Toll Collection (NETC) business rules and technical specifications
provides an electronic payment facility to which enable a customer to use their FASTag
customer to make the payments at national, as payment mode on any of the toll plazas
state and city toll plazas by identifying the vehicle irrespective of who has acquired the toll plaza.
uniquely through a FASTag. NETC offers an A FASTag is a device that employs Radio
interoperable four-party nationwide toll payment

Frequency Identification (RFID) technology for

solution including clearing house services for

making toll payments directly while the vehicle

settlement and dispute management.

is in motion. FASTag (RFID Tag) is affixed on

Interoperability, as it applies to National the windscreen of the vehicle and enables a
Electronic Toll Collection (NETC) system, customer to make the toll payments directly
encompasses a common set of processes, from the account linked to FASTag.
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NETC program has made some significant progress since
inception. Below is the snapshot of the same.
NETC is live on 459 toll plazas across the country (433 National Highway plazas and
26 State / City Plazas).
22 Issuer banks have collectively issued more than 3.8 Mn FASTags since inception till
December 2018.
Daily transaction volumes have been steadily grown from 30,000 daily transactions in
December 2016 to a daily average of `7.81 lakh transactions in December 2018.
24 percent of the total value of toll collections are now collected through the NETC
program.
24.21 Mn NETC transactions amounting to ` 534.11cr were processed in December 2018.
December 2018 also saw the launch of the first city project werein 19 toll plazas of
Hyderabad outer ring road went live.
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Bharat BillPay
on-boards over

billers across India
18

B

harat BillPay, one stop bill payment

Bharat BillPay makes payment of bills more

ecosystem launched by NPCI has accessible through multiple digital payment
enabled about 145 billers across India channels like Internet Banking, Mobile Banking

in its ecosystem as of December 30, 2018.

and physical touch-points like bank branches,

There are 68 billers enabled for Electricity agents etc. There are over 2.5 Mn agent outlets
and 29 billers for Water while the number of

spread across the country.

billers enabled for Gas, Direct-To-Home (DTH)
and Telecom are 19, 5 and 24 respectively.

RBI has authorised NPCI to function as
Bharat Bill Payment Central Unit (BBPCU)

Bharat BillPay facilitates the ease of making whereas 63 banks and 10 non-bank entities
instant bill payments to any registered biller of function as Bharat Bill Payment Operating
any state, city or region from anywhere in India.

Units (BBPOUs) in the country.
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Bharat BillPay empowers
consumers of Punjab State
Power Corporation Ltd. for
easy bill payment
37,000

agents

have a presence in
Punjab. Other major
national billers onboarded in Telecom
Postpaid are Airtel,
Vodafone,

Jio

Postpaid, Idea,
Aircel,

BSNL,

MTNL and the
national billers in
DTH category are
Tata Sky, Videocon
DTH, Dish TV etc.
The regional Power

B

harat BillPay has on-boarded Punjab

and Gas Billers who are a part of the Bharat

State Power Corporation Limited BillPay ecosystem in and around Punjab State
(PSPCL) through Paytm Payments

are Uttar Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam Limited,

Bank to empower 90 lakh consumers for easy Dakshin Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam Limited,
bill payment. There are over 2.5 Mn agent Himachal Pradesh State Electricity Board, Siti
outlets spread across the country and nearly Energy and Haryana City Gas Distribution Ltd.
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An experiential getaway to the

Mughal city

Agra

of

I

t was my first rendezvous with
Agra and I was travelling solo
after a very long time. My bags
were packed with the usual
necessities that included basic
clothes, toiletries, my Polaroid
and, most importantly, a card
holder. Typically I’d carry enough
and more cash to get me through
the whole holiday but I wanted to
do something different this time.
My plan was to travel without a
bulky wallet of cash and just have
my card.
I arrived in Agra after a five hour
bus ride from Delhi which had left
me taxed. But the city, enriched in
the legacy of the Mughal empire
was every bit worth the hype.

The midday heat proved to be
ruthless. I decided it was best
to retreat to my hotel, which
was situated in close proximity
to the Taj Mahal. After having
seamlessly checked into my
hotel, I called for a quintessential
Nawabi lunch. The succulent
murgboti masala paired with
perfectly round rotis was the
perfect antidote to my hunger
pangs. Satiated, I drifted into an
afternoon siesta.
A faint mist lingered on the
city as I stepped out at twilight
to bask in glory of the Taj Mahal.
White marble glimmered at
a distance as my cab inched
closer to the ‘crown of palaces’.
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I swiped my card to get a ticket
and walked past the buzzing
tour guides at the entrance gate.
Intricate details of the IndoIslamic architecture called for
admiration. I spent the next hour
exploring the surroundings; from
the spectacular Mughal charbagh
and flowing fountain to the
40-meter high minarets to the
vaulted arches embellished with
pietradura scrollwork.
I hailed a rickshaw and headed
to the Agra Fort next. Agra Fort
is one of the finest examples of
Mughal architecture in India. I
swiped my card at Amar Singh
Gate, the sole entry point to the
south of the fortress. Courtyard

after courtyard unfolded,
leading to the red-sandstone
and white marble structure. I
was particularly in awe of the
ear-shaped double walls that
rose more than 20 meters
in length and ran 2.5 km in
circumference. I sat in the
courtyard, admiring the setting
sun until the place had been
shut for the day.
Kinari Bazaar was next
on my list. Numerous lanes
intertwined to comprise the
market place and I reached
Seth Gali to satisfy my sweet
tooth. The streets were
festooned with food stalls
selling the likes of pethas, jalebi
and glasses filled with lassi or
saffron induced milk. I sampled
proportions of few. I bought
spices and picked trinkets for
souvenirs. My hands were filled
with shopping bags and for a
second, I thought I had misplaced
my usual big handbag, the one
I carried during my trips. This
time around, I had just a little
satchel that contained my card
wallet. Barring some stores
which only accept cash, I paid for
most with my card. Personally, I
prefer using a card for monetary
transactions while on the go and
I was impressed at how easily I
could use my card even in a small
city like Agra.
The Mughal city called for a
royal dinner affair. Touted to
be one of the best restaurants
in the vicinity, I found myself at
Pinch of Spice. Chandeliers from
high- ceilings lent a sepia tone to
the dining hall. My belly brimmed
with the restaurants
signature dishes

Fatehpur Sikri

Jahangir Palace

such as barrarkababs (tender
lamp chopped pieces from the
clay oven served with mint sauce)
and mutton dabbagosht (baked
casserole with mutton stock’s
white sauce, meat, macaroni
and vegetables). Returning to my
hotel room later that night, the
comfy bed lulled me to sleep.
Morning started early in
Agra. I made my way to the Jama
Masjid. Bearing similarities with
its counterpart in Delhi, the
mosque in Agra is regarded as
one of the biggest in the country.
It is said that the view of the city
offered from the top of the dome
is spectacular, but adhering to a
time restraint I soon headed to
my next destination.
After an hour’s drive from the
mosque, I reached Soor Sarovar
Bird Sanctuary. I quickly used
my card to pay for a ticket and

stepped into the land of two
dozen migratory birds and
home of rescue bears. Keertham
Lake, a man-made reservoir sits
inside the sanctuary. I wandered
around for the next two hours
and spotted grey herons, barheaded geese, pintails and comb
ducks.
My time in Agra was drawing to
a close. I booked myself a return
ticket to Delhi and departed from
the city later that evening.
In retrospect, Agra was a lovely
experience. The city’s old world
charm sprinkled in its markets
and monuments and its modern
facilities to access these charms
like online ticketing for the Taj
Mahal and even the smallest
stored equipped with card
machines just made it the perfect
weekend getaway.
Wherever you want to go, RuPay
provides a host of benefits and
offers to make your travel cashless
and memorable. Visit rupay.co.in for
more details.

Agra Fort

SPECIAL OFFERS:

Save Flat `600 on
your next flight

Flat 27%
off on hotel
bookings
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RuPay CARDS
ISSUANCE BASE ACHIEVE

MILLION MILESTONE
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uPay – India’s own card payment
network has achieved a milestone
of 590 Mn in circulation. It is being

issued by over 1150 banks which include
Private, Public, Co-operative and Regional
Rural Banks. RuPay has a complete
card portfolio that offers credit, debit,
prepaid and contactless cards to
customers belonging to various strata
of the society. It is widely accepted across
all digital channels like E-Commerce
websites, PoS terminals and ATMs. There
were over 90 Mn RuPay card transactions
at PoS and e-Commerce in December
while the number of transactions at ATMs
were about 197 Mn.
RuPay has also collaborated with
international card schemes like Discover
Financial Services in order to provide
global acceptance to RuPay card holders.
It has also announced its partnership with
Japan Credit Bureau and China Union
Pay for the same. Over 30 banks are now
issuing RuPay International Platinum
Debit Cards to their customers.
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RuPay

contactless

R

upay Contactless Debit Card is based on

low value payments to facilitate building a

latest, safe and secure CHIP technology.

cashless transaction environment.

It will help you spend less time at the

billing counter and empower you to make

These cards will also be enabled for

payments in just few seconds. Instead of dipping international acceptance in phase wise manner
or swiping your card on the merchant terminal,

in coming quarter. The banks who dominate

simply wave or tap your card on the contactless card payment space are actively participating
enabled terminal and pay without entering a

in issuing RuPay Contactless cards. Currently,

PIN by using RuPay Contactless debit card.

20 banks are live and over 8 banks are under
going the certification process. Several banks

RuPay Contactless Debit cards have been are in the advance stage of discussion.
developed to offer vendor agnostic, secured,
user friendly and cost effective ecosystem of
26

Department of Financial Services supports

issuance of these cards among all Public, Noida, Bhubaneswar, Chennai, Mumbai and
Private, Co-operative banks. Currently, onus Gurugram.
transactions are performed on projects like
Ahmedabad smart city, Surat Smart City, BMTC,
KMRL, Raipur Smart City etc.

A pilot project is being planned for DMRC
in collaboration with other stakeholders
under ‘Make in India’ initiative for transit fare

Going forward more operators and acquiring collection using contactless cards.
banks will widen the reach and acceptance of
these cards both for online retail as well as for
offline transit. NPCI is working actively with
8-10 banks for same. Further, the acceptance
ecosystem is being implemented in transit/
smart cities segment across 6 cities i.e. Nagpur,
27

RuPay card’s attractive offers

during festive season

I

n an attempt to enhance the festive fervor this festive season, National Payments Corporation
of India (NPCI) had launched some attractive deals on its flagship product - RuPay
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BHIM UPI and IMPS consumers
make over 797 Mn instant payment
transactions in December'18

N

PCI is pleased to announce that

Currently, customers of 122 banks are utilising

consumers of Bharat Interface for

BHIM UPI services.

Money - Unified Payments Interface

(BHIM UPI) and Immediate Payment Service

IMPS achieved 176.93 Mn transactions in

(IMPS) performed over 797 Mn instant payment volume while the value of transactions stood at
transactions in December 2018.

`1,46,898.58 crore. IMPS provides robust and
real time fund transfer service which offers

BHIM UPI achieved 620.17 Mn transactions an instant, 24X7, interbank electronic fund
in volume while the value of transactions transfer service that could be accessed on
stood at `1,02,594.82 crore. This records multiple channels like Mobile, Internet, ATM,
transactions growth of % to be calculated SMS and Branch. Currently, total number of
percent as compared to previous month. banks live on IMPS platform are 394.
30
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conducts its 10th
Annual General
Meeting

32

N

PCI conducted its 10th Annual General Mr. Ajay Kumar Kapoor, Senior Executive
Meeting on September 25, 2018. The

Vice President, Business Technology Group,

Board of Directors and members HDFC Bank, Mr. Satish Pradhan, Independent

graced the occasion with their esteemed Consultant, NPCI, Mr. Biswamohan Mahapatra,
presence. In 2016 the shareholding was Non-Executive Chairman, NPCI, Ms. Rama
broad-based to 56 member banks to include Bijapurkar Management Consultant, Prof. G.
more banks representing all sectors. NPCI Sivakumar, Department of Computer Science
management team and Board members can and Engineering, IIT Bombay, Mr Nagesh G.
be seen in the picture from Left to Right: Dr. Vaidya, Chairman, Kerala Gramin Bank and
Rajendran N., CTO, NPCI, Mr. Sanjay Saxena,

Ms. Priyanka Agrawal, Board Secretariat,

CFO, NPCI, Mr. Dilip Asbe, MD & CEO, NPCI,

NPCI.
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NPCI employees
contribute to
Kerala Relief Fund

I

n order to revive Kerala, several NPCI

also made separate donations to bring total

employees donated one day’s salary contributions amount close to `10 lakhs.
to contribute for Kerala Chief Minister

NPCI official handed over the cheque to

Distress Relief Fund. A number of employees Mr. Pinarayi Vijayan, Chief Minister of Kerala.
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Devotees of Lalbaug make
digital donations during
Ganesh Chaturthi

O

ver

a

Million
devotees

visit Lalbaug to
pay obeisance
every year. NPCI
was associated
with Lalbaug

Mandal for the fourth consecutive year in order to
familiarise people with digital payments. Team deployed
BHIM UPI QR codes around the vicinity so that devotees
could make donations digitally during September 13-23.
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Financial Inclusion initiatives

As

part of its financial inclusion initiative,
NPCI has reached out to 12 villages
of Ajmer and Jaipur in the month of

July and has generated around 5000 transactions on
PMJDY cards against a cumulative of 150 transactions
a month in these areas. The program has been
supported by ICICI Bank wherein people transacted
at ATMs, Micro-ATMs and Mobile van ATM's. People
welcomed this drive and enthusiastically talked
about RuPay cards.

NPCI digitises petrol pumps with
BHIM UPI

N

PCI has collaborated with
Oil Marketing Companies to
enable cash-less transactions

at fuel stations across locations. More than 2500 retail outlets in 100 smart cities will be
covered for promoting digital payments through BHIM UPI and cards.
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NPCI organises digital training
workshops at 50+ educational
institutes on teachers' day
various payment applications, features
and offers of RuPay debit and credit
cards and practical sessions on BHIM
app downloads and transactions.
Students were encouraged to adopt
cashless modes of payments with
prepaid cashless vouchers to make
transactions on OnFees, BookMyShow
and Amazon. Participating institutions
also enabled students to make fees

I

payment digitally through the OnFees

n a bid to empower educational institutes

platform. R. D. National College, H

with smart ways of digital payment

R College, Thadomal Sahani, Vidyalankar

alternatives, National Payments Educational Campus, Nirmala Niketan

Corporation of India (NPCI) organised digital College of Home Science, Andrews College,
training workshops at 50 plus institutions Ramnarain Ruia College, R A Podar College,
on the occasion of Teachers' Day. Over 35 SIES College, Khalsa College, Ambi Talegaon
colleges and 15 schools in Mumbai, Pune Tal Maval D Y Patil Colleges were among the
and Madhya Pradesh participated in this

50 participating colleges.

activity which covered over
15,000 students, parents,
teachers, principals and
other staff. This initiative was
executed in association with
online fee payment platform
-OnFees. Participants were
familiarised with modes of
digital payments, details on
37

NPCI Campus Connect Initiative

H

uman Resource vertical at NPCI visited familiarised with NPCI’s product and services
several cities across the country and digital payments. NPCI also uses this
to meet about 6,000 students and

faculty members of various management
institutions under its Campus Connect
initiative. Students from about 45 campuses
across locations like Mumbai, Kolkata,
Chandigarh, Nagpur and Bhubaneswar were
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opportunity to hire interns and placements.

Indian Railways incentivises
customers using BHIM UPI

T

he Indian Railways, one of the world’s largest
railway network launched “Swach Pakhwada
Campaign” on September 15 to encourage

millons of customers to keep railway premise clean
and promote use of digital payments through BHIM UPI.
The digital drive was promoted through educational
banners, posters, videos deployed across 100+ railway
stations at Delhi and NCR. 5 per cent cash back offer
was also provided to customers using UPI payments
through BHIM App.

BookMyShow integrates BHIM
UPI across all its platforms
customers to have a seamless experience for
making payment. With this feature, millions
of BookMyShow users can effortlessly buy

B

tickets online for movies, plays, sports, events
ookMyShow, India’s biggest and concerts. This UPI integration is powered
entertainment destination, has by RazorPay and its banking partner is HDFC
successfully completed integration Bank. It will allow BookMyShow customers to

of BHIM UPI across all its platforms including

make payments directly through their bank

UPI intent flow, which enables all Android accounts in a safe and secure manner.
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PARADISE FOUND
in

Pondicherry
I

1. PONDICHERRY’S WATERFRONT

2. THE BASILICA OF THE
SACRED HEART OF JESUS

was gazing at the horizon. The azure waves of the
Bay of Bengal were lapping on the silvery sands
and just about touching my toes. I was standing
on Paradise Beach, one of the most picturesque
seashores in Pondicherry.
Like most of my holidays, this one was also a last
minute decision. In a bid to pack light, I decided to
go cashless and carry a credit card along instead.
There was a weekend approaching and I booked my
flight tickets. My self-gifted vacation was already off
to a great start, for not only did I get my tickets at
a reasonable price, but also received cashback on
travel portals.
I landed in Chennai in the wee hours of morning,
extremely excited about my escapade. Instead of
taking a taxi, I decided to rent a car so that I could
drive down the beautiful East
Coast Road myself over the next three and a half
hours. Soaking in the serene views of the Bay
of Bengal that stayed with me through the 170
kilometer coastline, I took a quick detour to see
Pondicherry’s famed Basilica of the Sacred Heart
of Jesus church before turning for my hotel; the
stained glass panels at the church made for a great
introduction to Pondicherry. Excited, I decided to go
to the Arulmigu Manakula Vinayagar Temple only to
see the numerous Ganesh idols inside and it was a
surreal experience.
Finally, I made my way to the hotel.
I checked into my hotel situated
near the French Quarter,
which I had pre-booked
using my card. My room
was done in a French and
colonial style. The charm of
the mise en scène grew
on me. After a cosy
afternoon fiesta, I was
ready to explore this
city stuck in a time capsule.
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I began with walking through the French Quarter. As I strolled
past the yellow and purple vintage buildings, the vibrant colours
demanded to be clicked. The Alliance Français housed an art
gallery and a little café, which was a lovely dollop of yellow. École
française d’Extrême Orient had the loveliest doors. I stumbled
upon an old French house, with gramophone graffiti on its façade,
which turned out to be the much written about Cafe des Arts. I
gobbled down waffles
and some delicious coffee. Greed got the better of me and
I ordered one of their salted crepes. Needless to say, I wasn’t
disappointed. Fortunately, cards are widely accepted here and I
did not hold back.
I spent the rest of my day wandering through the Tamil
Quarter’s heritage, which was thrice the size of the French
Quarter. Old heritage mansions with slopping roofs and
interesting porticos were tucked in every corner. I ate at the
Maison Perumal. Grilled sea food, soup, appams and fresh
vegetables dominated my evening meal and I was asleep before I
knew it.
I took the time to visit Auroville on the following day. The
Visitor’s Centre directed me to all the activities of the day; my first
stop was walking in and around Matrimandir. This was followed
by a quick visit to the souvenir shop wherein I bought handmade
soap, books, and natural foods. I then hit Mission Street and
walked into a very chic boutique called Casablanca. My shopping
bag was filled with linens and pottery. Needles to say, my luggage
wasn’t going to be light anymore. However I must admit that, not
having to rummage through my wallet for cash was a better way
to go.
My last stop was the Sri Aurobindo Ashram. I strolled through
the tree-shaded courtyard, at the centre of which lay the samadhi
of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother. The place is mostly quiet with
the exception of a few visitors. In contrast to a buzzing cityscape, I
enjoy the laidback lifestyle here.
As the sun set on Paradise beach, my trip to Pondicherry
was coming to a close. After a weekend filled with delicious
food and mystical colours, I had no heart to return to the bustling
madness of a city. My bag was stuffed with goodies and, while
my mind was peacefully reminiscing the last few minutes by the
beach, I couldn’t help but think about how easy it had been to
put this trip together despite the last minute planning. I smiled
knowing I could count on my card to plan
my future vacations.
Wherever you want to go, RuPay provides a host of benefits
and offers to make your travel cashless and memorable. Visit
rupay.co.in for more details.

3. AERIAL VIEW OF THE CITY

4. THE FRENCH QUARTER

SPECIAL OFFERS

Flat 25% off
on all FabHotels.
Minimum booking
amount of `1499.

10% discount up to `5000 on
an International holiday
10 % discount up to `4000 on a
Domestic holiday (GIT packages)

Domestic Flights– Upto `500 off
on minimum booking of `5000

Up to `1500
discount on domestic flights
Up to `1500
discounts on International flights
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NDIA

implements

UPI payment

option for its registered members

W

almart India, a wholly-owned resellers, who shop online at Walmart India’s
subsidiary of Walmart Inc. B2B e-commerce site www.bestprice.in, to
implemented BHIM UPI for all its make direct and secured payments online

registered members. This payment solution

from their bank account without sharing bank

enables members, especially kiranas/

details.

UPI facilitates instant payments for
financial institutions

I

CICI Lombard General Insurance customers

bounced EMI’s which enables push payments

can now make instant funds transfers to through a dynamic UPI ID and b. Collection
pay their premium payments through UPI at

basis SMS Intent/Website Collect & Web QR

website. The entity has gone live on UPI through

through which, on clicking the link, users are

Razorpay. Separately, Bajaj Finance went live on taken to a page where they can either scan the
UPI to receive bounced EMI collections through QR code to pay or launch their UPI app (Intent)
two modes. a. Dynamic VPA through UPI for and complete payment.
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enables distributors and
wholesalers to go less-cash

J

K Distributors, a pharma distributor
in Mumbai catering to over 700
retailers and over 100 companies

has enabled BHIM UPI as the solution
to digitalise the process of receiving
money form their retailers. They have
introduced UPI as one of the payment
options in their invoices through which
retailers make payments through any UPI
enabled application to the Merchant VPA
created by DCB Bank. Payments are being
credited directly to JK Distributors in their
primary bank account. The solution has
reduced operation issues like collection
hassle, Cash/cheque handling charges,
cheque bounces and reversals for the
entity.

In order to digitise complete value
chain from retailer to distributer level,
Salasar Infoway, a Vodafone distributor has

Another distributer and wholesaler named

enabled UPI payments as a seamless solution.

Total Sports & Fitness who are leading The proposed solution would help the telecom
wholesalers and distributors of sports goods

distributor to limit cash in their daily business

in India has implemented UPI Static QR Code

from retailers which will also help them to

across its stores.

move towards digital.
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National Financial Switch
empowers 450 co-operative
banks through Sarvatra
Technologiess

S

arvatra Technologies have
successfully on-boarded
‘Sevalia Urban Co-operative

Bank’ as 450th co-operative bank
on National Financial Switch (NFS)
platform. The company has enabled
as many co-operative banks on
digital payment platform by making
them interoperable with large
banks. Sarvatra Technologies
started with NFS, providing RuPay
Debit and Kissan Credit Cards
issuance and enabling transactions
on ATMs, PoS and eCommerce.
They are bringing sub-member
banks on other NPCI platforms
like IMPS, UPI, AePS and Bharat
BillPay. The company not only on
boards Urban Cooperative banks
but also State Co-operative Banks
and District Central Cooperative
Banks which is helping in financial
inclusion.
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YAP from
M2P Solutions
Y

ap is the World’s first Payments service

The company is at the forefront of driving

platform that is at the intersection of adoption of new and efficient payment methods
Commerce, mobility and payments. The that includes Prepaid cards, Digital wallets,

Chennai based company founded by a team of Bharat QR, Fastag Toll Payments, UPI,
professionals with wide ranging experience

Tokenisation, Cross Border payments with

between Payments and telecommunications a specific focus on Program Management to
networks is attempting to leverage their help businesses adopt digital payments in an
deep-rooted understanding of the Payments efficient manner.
landscape to build a tech stack that is not
just Next Gen from payments perspective but

The Program Management offering

focuses on becoming a bridge that will help

backed by leading Private Banks including

consumers transition from card payments Yes Bank, DCB Bank, Equitas Small Finance
to mobile.

Bank , 60+ business straddling across Micro
Finance Companies, Gold loan providers,

The platform YAP is a B2B payments

Startup’s in the lending, Payment and expense

technology stack that helps businesses roll

management space, Fx exchange houses,

out their own branded payment product in Insurance companies rely on YAP to run their
days. Over the past couple of years YAP has

Payment products focused around solving

enabled all retail payment products over a Payment related friction specific to their
bundle of Rest API’s. Any business can sign business vertical.
up, choose from an ala carte of services and
roll out their own customized products in
couple of weeks.

Yap’s Digital Acceptance is enabling small,
regionally strong banks to get into Acceptance
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business and expand the footprint, over 15

Our offerings run on Rest API’s and we have

banks have adopted YAP’s BharatQR + UPI

deployed the most extensive set of 250+ API’s

service and in the past year 150,000+ merchants covering all the products and services. Our systems
have been enabled to accept payments digitally,

are built for high availability and are hosted in

a large share of them being new to digital Tier 3 /4 data centers in India, The processing
payments in Tier 3 / tier 4 towns.

engine is elastic both horizontally and vertically.

The YAP Payments processing platform is multifaceted, there are 4 key
pillars to the platform
Network routing

Legacy payment products like cards and connectivity to payment networks for
routing of transactions, this is typically how a debit or credit card functions and
includes switching, Card management system, customer and transaction life
cycle management. This has been built ground up by our engineers and plugs
into the existing network interfaces with NPCI, Visa and Mastercard

Business connect

Mobility Interfaces

Connectivity with Bank
and Business for business
operations and back
office functions, our deep
integrations with some of the
banks allow us to bundle in
and offer banking products
like a Neo Banking platform

Mobility interfaces to keep
pace with the growing need
for modular payments
platform that can cater to
the mobile first world, while
keeping the complexity of
payments processing at bay

NPD

New technology products like NETC toll payments, Tokenisation requires deep
tech and have to be iterative by design, so the R & D of sorts allows us to build
rapidly test and scale and achieve localization before being productized
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YAP is filling in an important aspect of enabling more and more
businesses to adopt digital payments efficiently and expects to
grow disproportionately in the next few years.
Madhusudanan R, Co-Founder, CEO

Muthukumar A, Co-Founder, CTO

Madhusudanan, with 16 years of

Muthu with over 20 years of work

working in the Indian Payments

experience across Technology and

ecosystem founded YAP in 2014.

Payment companies is leveraging

Prior to starting YAP, Madhu was

his experience to deliver cutting

Director Prepaid & Financial

edge technology solutions. Muthu

Inclusion products for Visa, South

has extensive experience across

Asia, leading Visa’s efforts around

Asia Pacific and has worked in

incubating and market seeding
new digital payment products
with a specific focus around
healthcare, Payment solutions
for the under banked, long term
financial products like Pensions
and Insurance, he comes with

Japan, Singapore and India, most
recently Muthu was the technology
outsourcing lead at Paypal and prior
to that was leading the engineering
efforts for Movida, a mobile payments
Joint venture between Visa Inc &
Monitise U.K.

strong execution bias in a multi

At YAP, Muthu and his team of

stakeholder set up.

architects are building the blocks
for what is probably the world’s first

At YAP, Madhu will drive the

two sided Payments market place,

strategic vision of the company

bringing to fore the core elements

to work with businesses to build

like security, reliability, speed and

and roll out solutions.

scale as YAP delivers on a robust
technology platform.
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Prabhu R, Co-Founder and
Chief Operating Officer

Raveendhrun SA, CISO,
Head – Strategy
Ravee, comes with over 25 years of work

Prabhu comes with over a decade

experience across ICICI Bank, Trans Union

of experience of managing large

and Visa. Ravee was Country Risk Manager,

IT platform across Verizon and

South Asia at Visa and prior to that was with

CTS, he has extensive experience

ICICI Bank as Head of Risk Containment Unit,

in managing business critical

in his career spanning over 2 decades, Ravee

functions and systems. His

is an Operational risk specialist in the areas

experience will be leveraged

of payment card business and an expert in

to deliver a world class Digital

outsourcing risk management. His experience as

platform.

a Techno functional expert in fraud/operational
risk domain will be useful for YAP to work with

At YAP, Prabhu will manage

its clients, He pioneered the Banking industry

the delivery of products and

forums to mitigate payments system risk.

ongoing business operations
including developing and

At YAP, Ravee will help steer the strategic

managing Mobile payments
infrastructure.

direction and partnerships.
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Disruption Decoded:

UPI and humble
beginning
by Dilip Asbe

I

ndia is on the cusp of a major digital revolution It took around 18 months to fully design the
mainly due to major influencers. First, we

initial version of Unified Payments Interface

have a regulator defining the landscape by (UPI). Most of the leading banks’ mobile-

innovation-led-regulation, fueling new age banking heads and few contributors of fin-tech
business models and maintaining security

worked tirelessly along with NPCI teams led

and risk management standard to highest

by Mr. A P Hota. Guidance of Mr. Nilekani3

levels. Second, we have a government which

and support of Mr. Pramod Varma4 and Mr.

is focused on moving towards a digital or

Sanjay Jain5 was immensely helpful during

less-cash economy at citizen scale. Third, we the design phase.
have an arsenal of banks who are embracing
technology to accelerate digital payments,

I still remember our core UPI team

proliferation of financial inclusion and superior

consisting of Dr. Rajendran, Sateesh Palagiri

customer services. And last, we have fin-tech and Anubhav Sharma interacting with officials
innovators who are re-imagining solutions of leading private and public sector banks along
for our day-to-day problems and providing with Mr. Pramod Varma in the initial days.
superior consumer experience for digital NPCI’s board, then led by Mr. Balachandran,
payments.

Mr. Sambamurthy and now by Mr. Mahapatra
has always been supportive in thick and thin.

Why is IMPS1 not API based? How do

They have guided us in making this initiative see

you add features? Mr. Nilekani, then UIDAI2

reality and grow exponentially. IBA6 then led

Chairman heading a payment / DBT taskforce by Mr. Tanksale, also took multiple meetings
asked NPCI. The thought process thus began. with bankers to sort out operating issues on
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UPI with bankers. The Payment System Vision to promote this key initiative. Governor’s
document (2015-18) by the regulator lays the personal involvement and the support of
roadmap for interoperable of payments, was

payment system board helped in sorting out

used as guiding principle during the design

many initial hurdles. It was the regulator’s

phase of UPI. Regulatory teams in DPSS7

vision that unlike China, India should start

under then RBI Governor, Dr. Rajan, played mobile payments on a fully interoperable
a key role by bringing all banks together platform right from day one.

Dr. Raghuram Rajan, then Governor, Reserve Bank of India with leading bank CEO’s and NPCI officials (Mr. Hota and
Mr. Balachandran) at the launch of Unified Payments Interface on April 11, 2016 in Mumbai.

The most advanced payment mechanism

add one bank account in multiple apps and

worldwide, UPI was designed on the principles

also add multiple accounts in one app. The

of a) interoperability, b) consumer choice and

merchants have been appreciative of this, as

c) forging partnerships between banks and fin-

they are now able to provide seamless in-app/

techs to leverage on each other’s strengths. website payment option wherein the customer
The objective was to provide simplicity to the

is not required to enter lot of information.

consumers wherein they can on-board to UPI YES Bank took the lead in adding Fin-Techs
based mobile payments within two minutes.

as third party app provider, later multibank

A real-time UPI transaction involves multiple

model was envisaged and executed by SBI,

parties, up to 8 transaction legs between ICICI, HDFC and Axis Bank for Google and
different entities over internet / close loop

others followed. Many banks including leading

networks. It includes activities such as address PSBs for e.g. BOB and PNB have now started
resolutions, authentication and authorisation PSP (Payment System Provider) operations.
in multiple banks’ systems, all performed on
an average of 5 seconds. The consumer can

With 130 banks on-board, UPI’s transaction
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payments. The Government has been fully
supportive of BHIM UPI app ecosystem and
its potential to bring an exponential growth
in cashless payments and it is heartening
to see that none other than Hon’ble Prime
Minister outlines its importance at many
world forums. Attention and focus from the
top is undoubtedly helping India to move
faster on the path of Digital India while it

Hon’ble Prime Minister launching BHIM App on
December 30, 2016. (Published photo)

helps UPI to gain popularity worldwide.

volumes have surged from less than a lakh
in Aug ‘16 to half a billion i.e. about 525 Mn in

For UPI 2.0, the regulator under its Ex. RBI

November ‘18 with a monthly value of over

Governor, Dr. Patel, supported the incorporation

` 82,200 crore. Inputs from many senior

of path-breaking features. With the feature like

bankers have been critical to improve UPI one-time mandate, merchants can now be
from its original stage. Post demonetisation assured of payments at a later date and can
UPI based “Bharat Interface for Money” (BHIM) also provide an opportunity to the customers
app was launched by Hon’ble Prime Minister

to retain funds until they have fully availed

on December 30, 2016 to help country move

of the service. It enables use cases like hotel

towards digital payments. It is now available in

bookings, e-commerce payments etc. All UPI

13 regional languages to cater to every Indian users now can receive funds from overseas
and acted then as a catalyst to nudge many

using their UPI ID, merchants can send digital

third party providers to join UPI ecosystem. invoice/receipt or ticket to their customers
BHIM app also helped the category of banks that over UPI app, thus bringing business and
wouldn’t have launched a mobile payment app payments together. In the upgraded version
on their own. Sticking to the design principle

of UPI, banks now provide overdraft accounts

of consumer choice, now there are over 90

to customers within seconds, which can help

BHIM UPI apps provided by banks or third party expand digital credit. SEBI has recently
providers for customers to choose. There is a

approved investments in IPO using UPI that

good pickup in online UPI merchant payments.

rides over UPI 2.0 architecture and we believe

However, the offline is relatively slow as the

that many such use cases will flourish in the

main issue lies in having an interoperable coming 12 to 18 months.
BHIM QR code at small merchants, ubiquitously
and visible across India for customer to make
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We face many challenges with regards to UPI

L to R: Mr. Rajnish Kumar, Chairman, State Bank of India, Mr. Nandan Nilekani, Advisor – Innovation and public policy,
NPCI, Dr. Urjit Patel, Governor, Reserve Bank of India and Mr. Biswamohan Mahapatra, Non- Executive Chairman,
NPCI launching UPI 2.0 in Mumbai on August 16, 2018.

today. Some of them are, end to end scalability

the short term, however the steady growth

b) customer awareness and avoidance of

in both frequency and value makes the long

phishing frauds that happen due to customers

term outlook promising. While TRAI helped

sharing data over the phone and c) data privacy

to rationalise USSD charges for the feature

and protection. NPCI and the ecosystem need phone based UPI, it could not gain momentum
to be flexible and agile to make changes (may

(black screen is painful) and alternate designs

not be very popular decisions) in the moving is needed.
train to resolve emerging issues under the
guidance of regulator. We also faced duplicate

If the growth momentum continues with the

SIM fraud on UPI early this year, however proliferation of smart phones, we hope that
thankfully with the kind support of DoT8, Indians across all generations and geographies
Meity9 and TRAI10 , it could be addressed will use UPI that can take a shape of citizen
quickly. The country needs a strong privacy

scale payment system. If we compare ourselves

law, protection and enable controlled data

with China, we can still grow multi-fold from

sharing which is already WIP. UPI volume here. It has been a practice to look towards
may show some correction based on attrition the latest trends happening in Silicon Valley
in promotional / campaigns by the players in in the United States, with UPI the West has
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turned to partner with India for innovation.

of diverse stakeholders like banks, fin-tech

Many of world’s giants (Google, WhatsApp, start-ups and tech giants which are blessed
Amazon, Samsung, True Caller, Xiaomi etc.) by the regulator and the government. It is not
and Indian unicorns (Paytm, Phonepe, Hike) surprising that officials of many countries who
have joined the bandwagon of growing UPI in visit India to study our payment system are
collaboration with banks in India. Truly, this

often awestruck by this world class payment

can be termed as one of the best examples of

system called UPI, and maybe it’s time for

Make-in-India and a wonderful collaboration them to experience this too.

By Dilip Asbe
National Payments Corporation of India
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The Economic Times
ET Awards 2018: NPCI is the 'Policy Change
Agent' of the year

T

he National Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI)
stepped up to help when the
government’s Digital India programme
was faced with a key challenge: How
to move consumers from cash to digital
modes of payment? Until then, the
not-for-profit organisation owned by
banks was known only for the RuPay
cards it issued to Jan Dhan account
holders. The distant competitor to Visa
and Mastercard has since emerged the
driving force of the country’s digital
payments agenda.

From Bharat Interface for Money or
BHIM to Aadhaar Enabled Payments,
Aadhaar Pay and FASTags, NPCI

developed instruments that allowed the
government to push digital transaction.
Today, it is the umbrella organisation for
operating retail payments and settlement
systems in India.
It is this massive shift in transacting
behaviour that has been aided by the
NPCI that won it the Policy Change
Agent of the Year at the Economic
Times Awards for Corporate
Excellence.

Accepting the trophy were NPCI
Non-executive Chairman Biswamohan
Mohapatra and Dilip Asbe, the MD &
CEO of the NPCI.
"The banks and Fin-tech ecosystem
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have embraced our products and
brought in an amazing scale in a record
time. Last 10 weeks, we have processed
more than a billion transactions on
BHIM UPI," said Asbe. "I'd also like
to take the opportunity to thank our
1.15 billion consumers globally for
having taken our group to the position
it is at today," he added.

The UPI is now getting replicated
in several countries. It has also opened
the gates for innovation with tech giants
like Google and WhatsApp developing
payment offerings for Indians. It is
this global reach that Asbe was most
proud of while receiving his trophy to
a rousing applause by the audience.
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